Planes Just An Illusion
The Federal Minister for Issacs Mr Mark Dreyfus is demanding answers about the
high volume of Moorabbin Airport trainee aircraft over the City of Kingston. Mr
Dreyfus says the excessive aircraft activity from the Morrabbin Airport has been an
issue which residents have raised with him continuously since he became the
Federal Member in 2007.
Recent correspondence from The Department of Infrastructure suggests that
residents are imagining what they refer to as the endless and noisy assault on their
community, quality of life and safety. Mr Jim Wolfe of the Office of Air Traffic Policy
insists that the learner pilots do not fly over “built up areas”. This comes just months
after CASA issued a directive to AirServices Australia to increase the number of
trainee aircraft over the city and allow the flying circuit to expand over even more
homes and families. Meanwhile even professional pilots are complaining about the
ever expanding circuits, citing it as a new source of confusion and reduced safety.1
In August 2008 the City was rocked by a mid-air collision of two planes from the
Moorabbin Airport. One of the planes crashed into a home near a Cheltenham
school killing the pilot. Following this incident CASA commissioned an investigation
into safety at Moorabbin and other general aviation airports. The independent
Ambidji report2 was issued in mid 2009 and suggested that the Moorabbin Airport
posed “”an intolerable societal risk””. CASA released an immediate requirement for a
reduction in the amount of trainee pilots over the City. Then just six months later
CASA published its own clean bill of health citing its work with “mitigators”” of safety.
For most pilots a mailed reminder about air safety appears to have been the only
safety “mitigator”. While all of this has been happening the Minister for Infrastructure,
Transport, Regional Development and Local Government has been sitting on the
latest draft Master Plan for the Moorabbin Airport. In the draft plan the operators of
the Airport (MAC, the Moorabbin Airport Corporation) argue for a doubling of the
aircraft activity over the City of Kingston. MAC has been criticised by the community
for being a socially irresponsible and opportunistic property developer with no real
interest in the community or aircraft safety. MAC is currently demolishing a
community golf course on the airport perimeter to make way for its next round of
retail development. Mr McConnell the CEO at the airport has repeatedly made the
comment that it is not his concern what the planes do once they leave the ground.
1. http://www.pprune.org/dg-p-general-aviation-questions/88390-more-huge-circuitsmoorabbin-point-cook.html
2. http://www.casa.gov.au/wcmswr/_assets/main/oar/papers/gaapfull_june09.pdf

